Ongoing Identified Recovery Activities and Contacts
As of August 26, 2019
Compiled by Jessica Catron, State Disaster Recovery Coordinator

Executive Offices:

State Treasurer’s Office – Housing RSF Co-Lead
- Missouri Housing Development Commission – Housing RSF Co-Lead
  - Emergency financial assistance for low-income housing needs to Community Action Agencies
- State Disaster Housing Task Force, heavily involved
- LIFT Recovery Loan Program Expansion

Attorney General’s Office
- Fraud identification and report listed on Recovery.MO.Gov Portal
- Participated in Multi-Agency Resource Centers
- Disaster Legal Assistance phone line via Missouri Bar Association

State Agencies:

Agriculture
- Featured under Identify Farm Assistance on Recovery.MO.Gov portal
  - USDA-FSA Programs (Livestock Indemnity, Tree Assistance, Emergency Loan, Emergency Conservation, Non-Insured Crop, et al.)
  - USDA-NRCS Program – Emergency Watershed
  - MU Extension – CAFO wet weather information, replant decision guidance
- Engaged in Long Term Recovery Work Group re: New Madrid Seismic Zone
- In conversations with SDRC, FSA, and ESF 13
- State Veterinarian serves in ESF capacity with animal response and can advise on longterm animal industry recovery
- Participated in Multi-Agency Resource Centers with livestock and crop information

Conservation
- Tracking and reporting Conservation, river accesses, and wetland areas impacted by disaster
- Engaged in Natural and Cultural Recovery Support Function

 Corrections
- Offender labor utilized in response via sandbags, but also recovery with debris removal and clean-up
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Economic Development – Community RSF Lead/Economic RSF Lead

- Ongoing assessments of business damages and community damages that are overwhelming
- Located on Recovery.MO.Gov under Get Back in Business, Locate Community Loans and Grants, and Fix Housing
- Houses Community Development Block Grant and Community Development Block Grants for Disaster Recovery programs from Housing and Urban Development
  - SDRC and MDRF are listed entities within the 2017 Action Plan for the distribution of grant funds
- HeRO Program, Emergency Solutions Grant, and Small Business Disaster Loan Program

Elementary and Secondary Education

- Working with SDRC to find school-age health impacts to partner with DHSS for prevention and information
- Reporting to SDRC school impacts from ongoing disaster

Health and Senior Services – Health and Social RSF Lead

- Assists in mosquito abatement and mold clean-up training following flooding disasters
- Listed on Recovery.MO.Gov under Replace Documents and Stay Healthy
- Assists citizens in replacing Vital Records
- Participates in the Public Health Emergency Preparedness Program Grant under the CDC which maintains a Community Recovery Capability that guides Local Public Health Agencies

Higher Education

- Workforce development and re-training for displaced individuals

Insurance

- Participates in Multi-Agency Resource Centers
- Assists individuals in filing complaints or guiding those through the insurance claims process
- Located on Recovery.MO.Gov under Find Out About Insurance
  - Provides guidance on insurance processes, retaining records, coverages, etc.
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Labor
- Emergency Unemployment benefits, shared at Multi-Agency Resource Centers
- Featured under Find Help for Workers and Employers on Recovery.MO.Gov
  - OSHA clean-up regulations/flood safety
  - On the job injury reporting and discrimination reporting
  - Provide construction guidelines for rebuilding projects
- Assists the Disaster Housing Task Force on worker housing and housing code standards

Mental Health
- Manages Crisis Counseling Program through SAMSHA
- Located on Recovery.MO.Gov under Manage Stress
- Maintains Disaster Distress Helpline
- Provides deployment teams to assist with group counseling programs
- Works with schools to examine PTSD, etc.
- Trains and establishes Mental Health First Aid for long-term counseling needs

Natural Resources
- Located on Recovery.MO.Gov under Report Spills, State Park Closings, and Clean-Up
- Water and Environmental Quality testing
- Wastewater and water treatment facility checks and ongoing leveraging with other assistance programs to rebuild
- Division of Energy Emergency Loan Program
- Weatherization Assistance Program through Division of Energy
- Division of Energy working with communities under PACE grants for energy/power grid resilience planning
- State Historic Preservation projects and restoration of damaged areas
- Participated in Multi-Agency Resource Centers with information on all programs
- Tracks and reports state park closing and impacts
- Educates on proper debris cleanup, disposal, and regulates appropriate measures

Public Safety
- Traditional FEMA recovery programs (PA/IA/SBA)
  - Conducting damage assessments, and applicant briefings
- Emergency Human Services guides Long Term Recovery Committees and the Disaster Case Management Grant Program
- Mitigation and Buyout programs
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- National Flood Insurance Programs
- Emergency Human Services participates and assists with the Multi-Agency Resource Centers, The Governor’s Partnership, and Missouri Voluntary Organizations Active in Disaster

**Revenue**

- Featured on Recovery.MO.Gov under vehicle assistance and tax documents
- Assists in replacing tac documents, license plates, driver's license, and vehicle registrations lost in disasters
- Provides guidance on filing tax documents for impacted families

**Social Services**

- Featured on Recovery.MO.Gov under Find Family Assistance with links to programs and support lines
- Emergency food stamp benefits, distribution programs, and lost/damaged/stolen cards
- Child abuse and neglect information
- Child care services for impacted families
- Emergency healthcare services for those without insurance
- Transportation assistance for those displaced or in need
- Engaged in State Mass Care Committee and the Governor’s Interfaith Partnership on Disaster Recovery
- Work through the Disaster Housing Task Force on low-income and vulnerable populations, as well as with MHDC to distribute housing funds
- Energy assistance for low-income families impacted by disaster
- MoHealthNet assists with replacing medications, or reporting loss of medical records

**Transportation – Infrastructure RSF Lead**

- Located on Recovery.MO.Gov under Report Road Damage and the MODOT Traveler Map
- Reports on Infrastructure project developments, including roadways and levees
- Currently working with SEMA/FEMA on evacuation planning for statewide plans
- Engaged in resiliency and recovery with Missouri Science and Technology (in a similar capacity to the Division of Energy, SDRC assisted connected these two state agencies to leverage resources)